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Presentation Notes
Good morning everyone.  My name is Michael Bell.  I’m a project director with The Nature Conservancy and have been working with the groundfish industry in California between Morro Bay and Fort Bragg for the last 7 years.  The focus of our work today is managing an Overfished Species Risk Pool but we have engaged in many other areas – including developing and piloting monitoring systems that we believe can provide top quality catch accounting at affordable rates.  Which is clearly why we’re all here today.  



Overview of EM work done to date on Fixed 
Gear Vessels in Central California 

1. EM pilot studies  
1. 2008 – NMFS run study  
2. 2010 – TNC work to expand on previous study 

 

2. eCatch (elogbook) compliment to EM 
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So, in the next 10 minutes, I will present our partnerships work in three areas:	1.  First, I’ll discuss the scope, methods and findings of Electronic Monitoring pilot project was conducted in Morro Bay in 2008 and 2010.  	2.  I’ll then discuss eCatch which is our electronic logbook system used to run our Risk Pool. And the value we see in how electronic lobgooks can facilitate any future EM system 



Data Collection Efforts for Fixed Gear EM Pilot Studies 

2008 2010

Sampling Period 3.5 months 
(mid Aug-Nov)

5.5 months 
(mid July-Dec)

# of Vessels 3 6

Video and Imagery 
EM Data Collected
             # Sea Days 30 125
             # Trips 25 97
             # Hauls 155 329
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In 2007 the Council approved an EFP that would allow us to test the effectiveness of how a Community Fishing Association would help a traditional groundfish community adjust to catch share management.  This was done by providing a set a fishing priviliges (essentially quota) to be shared and managed by a partnership of local fishery stakeholders.  After being awarded that EFP, staff at NOAA (Liz Clark and Jon Cusack) approached us about hosting an Electronic Monitoring pilot on boats participting in the EFP.  This was a pretty good place to run the EM project because the EFP had a lot of the attributes needed for the EM pilot – such as 100% human observer coverage, a lot of project management and oversight and we were only using fixed gear boats – catching lower volumes than trawl, made for an easier place to start testing EM in the fishery.So, NOAA contrated with Archipelago Marine.  The pilot we ran, was essentially a test of the EM system that Archipelago helped design and run in British Columbia.  That is an audit approach where a fishermen’s logbook of catch is tested for accuracy against catch information captured  from video cameras onboard.  In our first year of the pilot we put cameras on 3 boats – all hook and line.  …..After the completion of that pilot, we had a do some fundraising to continue the work, since NOAA funding for this ran out.  We eventually were able to get private support for the project, allowing us to run the pilot again in 2010 with 6 boats (a combination of trap and hook and line boats) and ……



2008 + 2010 EM + Fishermen Logbook Comparison 

• EM + Observer piece count match well (1% diff) 
- Of approx. 500 hauls, only one EM record unusable 

• EM + Fishermen logbook piece count comparison 
• Overall: 

– -4% items for logbooks (2008), 0% diff (2010) 
• Target: 

– -2% for both sablefish and rockfishes for logbooks (2008) 
– +1% for sablefish + -3% for rockfishes for logbooks (2010) 

• Non-target: 
– -21% for skates + -34% for sharks for logbooks (2008) 
– -13% for skates + +14% for sharks for logbooks (2010) 
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Getting to the results of the EM pilot – we really compared the Electonic monitoring data to two things.  First to the information collected by Observers and then the information collected by fishermen on their log books.  There was great consistency between the EM data and the Observer information – less than 1% difference.  I also think its important to note that of almost 500 hauls or catch events captured by the EM system, only one was determined to be unusable due to improper lighting during a night time haul.  So, there was also high accuracy of the EM data vs. the fishermen logbook information.  We broke this down into 2 sections:  Target and Non-target – in this case when I say target I mean all ITQ managed species.  Non-target would be all other species, such as skates and sharks.  What we found here was a very good consistency of catch accounting for all target species between the EM and logbooks.  There was less consitency with the non-targets – but we did improve that over time.  You’ll  see the numbers get better in 2010.  The biggest reason for the non-target result was discards.  In this project, our focus was on catch accounting of ITQ managed species – so we had very specific discard guildlines for those fish.  On the other hand, when non-targets were caught we had not put in place tight enough onboard protocols – so you had many cases where early discards of non-targets afffecting accouting for those fish. 



2010 EM and Fishermen Logbook Comparisons 

EM vs. Fishing Log Retained
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So this is the accuracy of the EM data vs. the fishermen logbook data depicted on graph.  EM recorded pieces (fish caught) is depicted on the horizontal axiss with fishermen logbook pieces recorded on the vertical.  You’ll see Overall (includes both target and non-target species) there was great consistency between EM and logbooks.  And as I described, with targets species - on the bottom left – we have very little difference between the 2 data sets.  More difference with non-targets on the bottom right.  The overall still looks good because these non-targets make up much less volume of fish caught then the targets.  



Key Findings from EM Pilot Studies   
• Active monitoring rather than passive 
• Improved agreement between EM + Fishermen logbooks (2010) 
• Require full retention of all or some (rockfish) IFQ species 
• 10% or other agreed % video review of all fishing events/trip 
• Fishing deeper than 200 fm to minimize ofs concerns 

 



EM and Captain’s Logbook Corroboration 

Difficult w/ paper logs 
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Moving on to the topic of electronic logbooks.  In this piilot, we were comparing video data – captured and assessed on electronic records with fishermen catch accounting captured on paper logbooks. Comparing logbook records to EM videography is easier when you have the ability to query a database for a specific time-stamp that matches video record as opposed to sorting through paper.  With elogbooks, these comparison could be automatically.in US there’s lack of standardization in logbook reporting –   This makes it difficult for EM vendors (e.g. Archipelago) to provide a full solution to their customers.  There’s a lot of great work out there in the area of elogbooks – and we think that should be advanced along with EM implementation.   



Easier when logbooks are digital 
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 There’s a lot of great work out there in the area of elogbooks – and we think that should be advanced along with EM implementation.  In our Overfished Species Risk Pool, in central california, we have implemented an electronic catch accounting system (called eCatch) to facilitate our harvest planning and quota management work.  It consists of the use of an Ipad onboard to capture fishing log type information and an online database – where that information can be analyzed.  But again, because we don’t yet have a standard for elogs – fishemen in this risk pool are also filling out paper records for their regulatory compliance.  The fishermen in the risk pool would like to see more efficiencies here like  intergrating eCatch into a future EM system.  And on TNC’s part, there’s strong interest in getting eCatch out to any group interested in using it for this purpose.  Thank you….
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